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Since 2017, we have seen trading volumes in cryptocurrency tokens rising to dizzying 
heights. Blockchain projects, internet projects, and even traditional businesses have capi-
talized on this interest to fund their projects by issuing tokens on the Ethereum protocol 
using ERC20 tokens, which are then traded on primary and secondary markets, giving 
traditional financial markets a run for their money. We have also seen the creation of other 
new blockchains, which not only allow for even more tokens to be created but which, 
together, form the ever-expanding infrastructure of the burgeoning blockchain industry. 
With each new project entering the arena we see more progress towards increased decen-
tralization, openness, transparency, security, and performance, though we have yet to see 
any blockchain that has achieved perfection on all fronts. Having said that, we can see a 
clear direction emerging with the technology progressing from proof of work (POW), and 
onto proof of stake (POS), with the latter much better in terms of functionality and 
expandability, and now onto a consensus algorithm under EOS, known as Delegated Proof 
of Stake under EOS, which offers a commercial-grade operating system with extraordinari-
ly high transaction speeds and highly scalable smart contracts. Going forward, we expect 
to see explosive growth in the number of high qualities dApps and public chains devel-
oped on the EOS platform.
 

1.0 Whitepaper

1.1 Background

EOSex is building a global one-stop trading platform for quality assets. We intend to pro-
vide a safe, fair, and transparent digital asset trading platform for the blockchain industry. 
We are creating an ecosystem built on a distributed governance system that not only 
allows for the trading of cryptocurrencies but the trading of tokenized financial derivative 
products, making for a complete digital trading platform that can access the world.
 

There are currently thousands of cryptocurrencies currently trading on various exchanges 
around the world. As the number of quality tokens increases, the larger exchanges are 
forced to keep pace by constantly adding new trading pairs to their lineups. Bitfinex, for 
example, had only 60 trading pairs in December of 2017, but now has over 200. Plus, with 
regulations for cryptocurrencies still unclear in many countries, it can be difficult for fresh 
money to come into the crypto market, meaning that existing funds circulating within the 

1.2  About EOSex

1.3 The Problems We Have Identified
1.3.1 Low Trading Volumes
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2.0 About EOSex

circulating within the crypto markets end up getting spread out thinner and thinner across 
an increasingly large number of trading pairs, resulting in thinner trading volumes across 
the board. And, given the market’s preference for chasing the newest and latest tokens, 
the older, more established tokens end up seeing their trading volumes drying up over 
time, making it difficult for investors to get in or out of those tokens.

1.4 Branding

Larger exchanges often charge exorbitant fees for the privilege of listing a project’s token 
on their exchange, with the whole process of choosing which tokens get listed extremely 
murky and non-transparent. This process forces projects to spend a large portion of the 
funds that they raise from private and public token sales to pay for listing fees, funds 
which would otherwise be used for developing the actual project.  

1.3.2 Difficulties Getting Listed on Exchanges

Very few digital exchanges offer trading in futures products and even fewer offer trading 
in options products. So, despite the global nature of the cryptocurrency industry, the aver-
age crypto trader has very limited access to all of the other quality assets that the world 
has to offer. This issue will need to be overcome if digital asset trading is to become a truly 
global endeavour.
 

EOSex stands for EOS and Exchange. We put EOS right in our name to show our foremost 
commitment to and support for the EOS platform, for quality dApps, and for the develop-
ment of a cooperative and collaborative ecosystem. 

2.1 How it began
The founding team was an early adopter of the EOS platform, having already worked on a 
number of successful EOS-based projects. Thus, the team was able to clearly see early on 
the strong potential of the EOS platform and of the EOS community and moved to estab-
lish the EOSex.com website to begin building a platform that could capitalize on the 
coming explosive wave in digital asset trading on the EOS platform.

2.2 Core Values
Our top-notch team uses advanced modelling technology to create a high quality, a 
high-performance trading platform for our users. The product development team is com-
mitted to creating a user-centric platform that creates a sense of loyalty from the first 
time it is used.  

1.3.3 Very Little Variety in the Types of Digital Assets Available

The Exchange for the EOS CommunityEOSex
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3.0 EOSex Plan

EOSex views the protection of both funds and data as our number one priority. To this end, we keep 
funds properly segregated across both online wallets and cold storage, with 98% of exchange funds 
held in cold storage at all times. Once the necessary safety measures have been put in place, EOSex 
will publish current income, online wallet and cold storage figures.

EOSex plans to offer digital asset spot trading, CFD trading, and on-chain trading. EOSex will issue 
exchange tokens, called EXP (EOSex Proof). Once EXP tokens have been issued, EOSex will no longer 
be an independent blockchain entity, but rather a distributed company controlled by its community, 
by EXP token holders, and by the EOSex foundation. All EXP token holders will share in the profits 
generated from EOSex. Thus, EOSex will become a community-based platform that will work 
together across all of its members and partners to create a global one-stop platform for quality 
digital assets.

2.2.1 Information Transparency

3.1.1 High-Performance Trading

3.1 Token Trading

By building a trading platform that is on the cutting edge, we are creating one that is expandable. 
The EOSex trading engine has already undergone rigorous performance testing and has been 
proven able to handle large trading volumes and large sudden changes in trading volumes. The 
trading system uses a distributed technology that allows for expandability as trading volumes rise, 
with different processes separated and processed independently so as to evenly distribute the 
workload and prevent bottlenecks and lags. Add to this efficient cloud architecture, and you get 
extremely robust scalability.

3.1.2 Secure and Stable
Our team has extensive experience in developing digital wallet systems and distributed 
architectures: designing, building, and deploying adjustable software and systems. Pro-
tecting assets and data is the most important job for the EOSex team. All client fund with-
drawals go through our in-house developed, proprietary compliance system to ensure that 
funds are never lost or stolen. Indeed, all systems are carefully designed to ensure smooth 
uninterrupted operations without sacrificing any effect on the user experience.
 

3.1.3 High liquidity
The EOSex team has developed the “Liquid-Box”, which allows liquidity from all other 
major exchanges to be routed into EOSex so as to provide deep liquidity for those tokens 
selected to list on EOSex. At the same time, we created a new type of trading platform 
where we act as the broker for other platforms, therefore reducing the time that an order 
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3.3 CFD Trading

sits waiting to be filled. We believe that the combination of Liquid-Box plus the broker model will 

result in tighter spreads and will create a better overall trading experience for all users.

We are committed to providing quality tokens for trading on the EOSex platform. It is clear 
that ETH and EOS have already been adopted as global industry standards and most block-
chain projects choose one of these two platforms when developing their dApps and other 
technologies and so, while EOSex tries to focus on EOS-based projects, we recognize the 
need to accept both of these two standards for the time being. And, in keeping with the 
spirit of the EOS ecosystem, EOSex uses an open and flexible process for listing new EOS 
projects on its platform.
 

Every 15 days, EOSex will issue a list of candidate projects that are being considered for 
listing on EOSex. Then, users and support of those projects will be invited to deposit their 
tokens on the EOSex platform and the projects with the highest proportion of tokens depos-
ited on EOSex relative to total outstanding tokens will be selected to become listed for full 
trading on EOSex.
The formula for calculating the deposit ratio will be: number of tokens deposited by users / 
total number of tokens for that project in circulation

3.2 Listing Process

3.2.1 Listing Process for EOS-based tokens

3.1.4 Tokens Traded
Initially the following trading groups will be offered:
ETH Group
EOS Group
USDT Group 

We will support the following tokens:
Stable Coins:
USDT
GUSD
ETH
ERC20 tokens
EXP (EOSex Proof)
EOS-based tokens

As the EOSex platform develops, we will continue adding more token groups for trading.

The Exchange for the EOS CommunityEOSex
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Cryptocurrency Spot Trading < Cryptocurrency Futures Trading < Equity Index Futures 
Trading < Commodity Futures Trading

3.3.1 The Current Scope of Different Asset Types

CFDs are able to accurately reflect price changes in the underlying equities or indexes to 
create healthy profit opportunities but do not require the investor to take delivery of the 
underlying asset as is the case with futures or options. The trader simply provides a por-
tion of the value of the trade as margin when opening the position and then correspond-
ing profits or losses are calculated directly once the position is closed.  
 

· 3 – 100x Leverage Available!
EOSex maintains large funding reserves to provide deep margin support, unlike other 
exchanges that offer futures contracts or continuous futures contracts, but which often 
run into liquidity shortages. With EOSex, traders can easily go long or short from any price 
point.

· Users can Deposit USDT to use as Margin
EOSex not only gives users access to the top cryptocurrencies but gives access to these 
products via internationally recognized assets.

· The diverse range of products available for trading
The EOSex trading platform gives users access to the leveraged trading of the world’s 
major equities, key equity indexes, commodities (e.g., crude oil, gold, etc.), bitcoin, Ethe-
reum, and any other asset class that attracts capital flows.

EOSex supports spot trading of cryptocurrencies. As the platform develops, and as trading 
volumes become more secure and reliable, we will begin trading CFDs. When that happens, 
the range of products available for trading on EOSex will expand significantly: cryptocur-
rencies, equities, foreign exchange, commodities—EOSex will truly become a global 
one-stop shop for trading quality digital assets. Naturally, this will translate into enor-
mous profits for the EOSex platform, which are then shared among all EXP holders, creat-
ing a strong and steady passive income for all EXP token holders.

3.3.2 An Overview of CFDs

The Advantages of Trading on EOSex:

The Exchange for the EOS CommunityEOSex
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Asset Types

Available for

Trading

Leverage (x)
Fiat
Currency
Trading

Liquidity*2
Transparency

*3

Does the Exchange

Interfere with 

the market *4

Any underlying

asset with

Public Pricing
EOSex 3-100 yes Very High High no

Spot Cryptos, 

Crypto futures

Traditional
Cryptocurrency
Exchanges

Traditional

Exchanges

*2 : Liquidity refers to a customer’s order being able to be fully filled. The platform should have a system
       for ensuring adequate liquidity and market depth.

*3 : Fairness refers to whether the exchange platform guarantees the interests of the customer for
       leveraged trading. For example, in other cryptocurrency trading platforms, all the long positions and
       short positions of leveraged traders can suddenly jump in size, which can impact the market. 

*4 : In the interest of maintaining a fair market, EOSex chooses well-recognized underlying assets for
       its pricing standards.

10，20 no Average Low yes

Commodities,

Indexes
10-300 yes Very High High no

Trading in CFDs allows an investor to participate in the price action of an underlying asset 
while not actually owning the asset or, in the case of stocks, becoming a shareholder of the 
company. Similarly, CFDs allow you to participate in the price action of cryptocurrencies 
without needing to actually hold them.  

3.3.3 CFDs Allow for Trading Based on the Price of Underlying Assets

Trading on EOSex covers all major asset types from around the world (including cryptocur-
rencies) to offer a truly global one-stop digital asset trading platform.
CFDs (available later)
Cryptocurrencies: BTC, ETH, XRP, LTC
Precious Metals: Gold, Silver, Platinum, Palladium
Equities and Equity Indexes:
North America, Europe, Asia
CFDs on Agricultural Commodities:
Agriculturals: Wheat, Soybeans, Oats, Corn
Metals: Copper, Aluminum
Energy: Crude Oil, Natural Gas
Soft Agriculturals: Coffee, Cocoa, Sugar

3.3.4 Complete Line of Products Available for Trading

The Exchange for the EOS CommunityEOSex
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EOS represents a mature, fast-transacting, low confirmation delay technology that has 
grabbed the attention of top developers. In the summer of 2018, we saw a number of gaming 
projects, gambling projects, and Bancor trading, coming to the EOS platform. We have little 
doubt that the next wave of dApps will bring another fascinating group of entrants. In the 
meantime, while CPU, Net, and RAM prices remain high, and the barriers to opening an EOS 
account also somewhat burdensome, we will be offering on-chain trading as a way to quickly 
and safely access on-chain services.

3.4 On-Chain Trading

Our unique trading model not only allows users to exchange among different assets inter-
nally from within their account, with EOSex, users need only deposit a minimal amount of 
EOS, and are then given full access to all of our EOS-related services without the need to 
purchase RAM.

3.4.1 On-Chain Trading Model

CFDs are traded on margin with margin levels of 30%, all the way down to 1%, available. This 
means that an investor need only put up a very small initial outlay in order to get into a trade 
but can still ride the full force of the up and down waves of the market.

3.3.5 Margin Trading

CFDs allow you to go long when markets are rising, or just as easily go short when you pre-
dict they will fall; or, you can take advantage of the leverage to sell short and hedge a long 
position that you already hold in the underlying.
 

3.3.6 Profit in Rising or Falling Markets, and Hedge Physical Positions

Pricing of CFDs matches that of the underlying market. This allows you to capitalize on the 
deep liquidity in the underlying market and go long or short, with one being just as easy as 
the other.

3.3.7 High Liquidity

Every 24 hours, all CFD positions will be charged an overnight carrying charge of a miniscule 
0.02%-0.04%, meaning that a position can be held for a very long time with almost impercep-
tible carrying charges.

3.3.8 Hold Long Term



4.0 EXP (EOSex Proof)
EXP is proof of membership in a community created by and based on EOSex. It does not 
belong to a single group or team; but, rather, it is owned by the entire community. Its pur-
pose is to assist with the development of the community and to give everyone a say in that 
development.

4.1 EXP Distribution Breakdown

There will be a total of 10,000,000,000 ESOex Proof (EXP) tokens issued, which will be 
issued among Private Sale Investors, the Project Team (locked up), and among the EOSex 
community.

% Amount Target

5% 500 Million Referral Bonuses

5% 500 Million Advisor Reserve

10% 1 Billion Community Development, Translation, AirDrop

Project Team; Locked but released in step with mining
schedule and cannot be traded for two years.

500 Million for Founding Investors; 2.5 Billion for public
sale investors; unlocked based on the set schedule.

25% 2.5 Billion

25% 2.5 Billion

30% 3 Billion

Mining

page 11
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1.     Trading Fees: 0.01%

2.     Overnight Carrying Charge on CFDs: 0.02% - 0.04%

3.     On-chain transfer fee: 0.01%

4.     Withdrawal Fees

 

3.5 Platform Revenue Sources
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Log into EOSex.com, register, then deposit EOS. Once the investment period begins, the 

EOS/EXP market will be opened for trading and investors can purchase EXP tokens at the 

ratio set for each investment round.

 

 

4.2 How to Invest

There will be a total of 4 investment rounds

Angel Investor Round

July 2018 to Sept 2018

Founding Investors

500,000,000 EXP

Ratio: 1 EOS = 3,000 EXP

 

Public Sale Round 1

Oct. 15, 2018 – Oct. 22, 2018

900,000,000 EXP

Ratio: 1 EOS = 3,000 EXP

 

Public Sale Round 2

Oct. 24, 2018 – Nov. 4, 2018

900,000,000 EXP

Ratio: 1 EOS = 2,800 EXP

 

Public Sale Round 3

Nov. 8, 2018 – Nov. 20, 2018

500,000,000 EXP

Ratio: 1 EOS = 2,600 EXP

 

4.3 Investment Schedule



4.4 Benefits and Profit-sharing Enjoyed by EOSex Community

Each day, each EXP holder is entitled to share in 70% of profits generated on the EOSex 
exchange (See 4.4.3. Below for details on the distribution of the other 30%). Profits are 
calculated as 70% of the previous day’s exchange profits, divided by the total number of 
EXP tokens in circulation.

4.4.1 Calculation of Profit-sharing

Each day, at 8 pm, Hong Kong time (GMT+8), a snapshot is taken of exchange profits gen-
erated during the previous 24-hour period and will be distributed to all EXP token holders 
at the ratio described above. Any user who has not logged into his/her account within the 
previous 24-hour period is considered absent from the community and forfeits their 
distribution for that day.

4.4.2 Snapshot for Calculating Daily Profit-sharing

Each day, EOSex will use 30% of that day’s profits to buy back EXP tokens from the open 
market and then send those tokens to a dead address, taking them out of circulation and 
reducing the overall number of outstanding tokens. Daily figures will be published on the 
total number of EXP tokens in circulation, the total number of buy-backs, the total number 
of tokens sent to the dead address, and a breakdown of major token holders.

4.4.3 Buy-back Mechanism

EOSex will publicly disclose partial names of the largest token holders and their current 
token holdings so that the community can actively track any large movements or position 
changes among these influential players, thereby maintaining transparency within the 
transparent.

4.4.4 Public Disclosure of Major Token Holders

For trading pairs that include EXP tokens, EXP trading fees collected will be publicly sent 
to a dead address and taken out of circulation. In the future, the community will have the 
power to set the trading fee for EXP trading pairs.

4.4.5Destruction of EXP Tokens

EOSex has established special mining privileges as a special incentive for those early founding inves-
tors who supported the platform from the very beginning. These investors are able to invite a set 
number of users to conduct trade mining on the EOSex platform. 
 Mining Details: All trading fees generated on trades conducted (coin to coin trades, on-chain 
trades) by users specially invited by the founding investors are converted into equivalent EXP and 
distributed 100% back to the user.
 A maximum number of EXP tokens will available for mining each day. On the first day, a total of 
300,000 EXP tokens will be available. On each subsequent day, the maximum number of tokens 

4.4.6Partial Mining for Founding Investors

The Exchange for the EOS CommunityEOSex
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5.0 Roadmap

Founding investors who believed in the project from its very early days are given special privileges, 
including the ability to invite others to participate in trade mining, they are given priority in serving as 
fiat gateways for EOSex, and are given a 100% rebate on all trading fees in the form of EXP tokens.

4.4.7 Special Privileges for Founding Investors

Users who have been specially invited by a founding investor to participate in trade mining, receive 
100% of their trading fees back in equivalent EXP tokens. Founding Investors also receive a 30% 
bonus in the form of EXP tokens for all trading fees generated by these specially invited users.

4.4.8 Selected Users

All users have the right to invite other new users to register an account on EOSex using a 
special personalized invitation code. The inviter then receives 10% of all future trading fees 
generated by the invitee, paid out in equivalent EXP tokens.

2018
August: Coin to Coin Trading Available
October: Android Mobile App Released
October: Internal Testing begins on CFD Trading Module
November: On-Chain Trading (Decentralized Trading)
December: IOS Mobile App Released
December: CFD Trading Functionality Added to Android/IOS Apps

2019
January: Coin to Coin Trading matching system upgraded to achieve 100,000 transactions per second.
January: Coin to Coin Trading System Software Becomes Customizable
April: CFD Trading API Available

4.4.9 Rewards for Inviting Users

available for mining will be 103% of the previous day’s amount. Thus, on the second day, a maximum 
of 309,000 EXP tokens will be available for mining., and 318,200 EXP tokens available on the third 
day, and so on, until all tokens allocated for mining have been distributed (In dollar terms, it is the 
equivalent of USD 600,000 available for mining on the first day, USD 618,000 on the second day, 
USD 636,500 on the third day, and so on.). All tokens allocated for mining will have been fully 
distributed by the 130th day. Once the daily limit for tokens allocated for a specific day has been 
reached, mining is suspended for the rest of that day. In the event that the mining limit for a particu-
lar day is not reached, any unused portion of EXP tokens is sent to a dead address and taken out 
circulation.

The Exchange for the EOS CommunityEOSex
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6.0 Project Team
The EOSex team brings together professionals from the fields of the blockchain, finance, IT, and law, 
backed by solid financial support, to create a fast, secure, open, self-governing, high-performance, 
transparent, community-based global digital asset trading platform.

Technical Team:
Our core technical team is comprised of exceptional individuals from well-known companies such 
as Facebook, Huobi.pro, ZGB.com, and Tencent, while our security team comes from the Shanghai 
Stock Exchange. Our CTO, Leo Yang, has over 12 years of in-depth experience across all of the 
above-mentioned fields. Indeed, our technical team has already proven fully capable of developing 
cutting-edge technologies, having successfully developed Liquidity-Box, having created on-chain 
trading pairs in just one week, having implemented EOSBET Dice. There can be little doubt that 
EOSex is in good hands with such an experienced and capable team.

Operating Team:
Our operating team is truly global, comprised of nationals from over 10 different countries and 
regions. Our operating consultants come from industry heavyweights, such as Dji and TRX. Our 
CMO, Vicky He, is well-established in the blockchain field, having worked on a number of successful 
blockchain projects, and using her extensive marketing experience. COO, Ruch Lee, has worked with 
Citibank in its Investment Department and is a serial entrepreneur. CEO, Sean M. King, is a 
well-known blockchain leader in the Asian region, is active in developing blockchain projects across 
Asia, including serving as Waves Platform Community Manager for Taiwan. With such an experi-
enced and diverse operating team, EOSex is well on its way to becoming a global platform for trad-
ing in quality digital assets.

Legal Team:
CEO, Sean M. King, has over 20 years of legal experience in the Asian region and served as Senior 
Steering Committee Member for Taiwan’s Blockchain Self-regulatory Organization, and was a 
member of the Working Group under the SRO that drafted the Code of Conduct for all digital 
exchanges in Taiwan to abide by.
 

Core Team:
Sean M. King        CEO           
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sean-m-king-a333611/
•Experienced country manager and entrepreneur
•20+yrs experience in law (PE, M&A, JV) and finance (hedge funds) in the Asian region
•A key community leader in blockchain and cryptocurrency, particularly in Asia
•Startup mentor and leader in the Asian startup community
•Member of Taiwan Blockchain SRO Senior Steering Committee (Including Digital 
Exchanges Working Group)
•Special Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Advisor to Taiwan Congress
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Ruch Lee             COO

Linkedin:https://www.linkedin.com/in/ruch-lee-7a5089152/

•master’s degree in financial engineering from Technical University of Berlin

•Worked for Citibank Investment Department, Led a USD1billion fund

•Served as CEO for his own mid-sized startup

•Invested in several successful ICOs between 2015 and 2018, e.g., NEO, ADA, OMG

•Currently also operating a cryptocurrency quant hedge fund

Leo Yang            Software Architect 

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/leo-yang-36969a172/

• Fluent in multiple programming languages(Java/Node.js/Golang)

• 12 years of project management experience and extensive team management experience

• Familiar object-oriented programming concepts and functional programming 

• Enjoys working on open source architectures and other cutting-edge technologies

Other Team Members:
Daniel Chen            Blockchain Project Manager

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-chen-901a39164/

• Core early community member of Monero

• Independent Monero mining pool operator

•Unique knowledge of blockchain protocols, also well-experienced in Golang, C++, JAVA

Eric Hoo (Hong Kong)         Product Manager

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/eric-hoo-4024aab7/

• City University of Hong Kong

• Co-Founder of Tankura online platform

• Extensive experience using technology for business growth and customer retention
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7.0 Investment Partners

International Marketing Team：

Lok Pan(Australia)
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/lok-pan-83480416a/
•Honours Degree, UNSW
•Worked on two successful ICO campaigns in Australia

Hasan Basri CENK(Turkey）
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/hbcenk/
•Master’s Degree in Entrepreneurship from Özyeğin University
•Extensive experience in the blockchain field

Oleh Khoroshko (Russia)
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/oleh-khoroshko
•Serial entrepreneur, former police officer.
•Currently, the CEO of Agrostockexchange.io, an ambitious project aimed at solving the              
problem of global food security. 
•Crypto enthusiast since 2015. As a member of Bountyhive.io team, helped to launch their 
own token to the global cryptocurrency market for more than 70+ projects (The most 
famous of them today are Dropil, Bittwatt, Robotina, Bob’s Repair, CyClean, 4NEW, 
Bitcoinus, Mossland, Kora).
•Strengths: Strategic planning, Project management, Fiscal legalization.
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9.0 Disclaimer

10.0 Risk Disclosure

This document is intended for general information purposes only and does 
not constitute a solicitation of or an offer to purchase or sell EOSex Proof. 
This document should be used for general research purposes only. It does 
not, nor does it purport to, constitute any form of professional investment 
advice, recommendation or independent analysis, and should not be 
deemed as commitment to achieve the goals and purposes outlined herein, 
with the goals, purposes, and staff subject to change at the discretion of 
the EOSex team at any time. Consequently, the information contained in 
this document has not been prepared in accordance with the relevant rules 
and regulations governing such publications in various jurisdictions.
 
Users should review the User Terms before using the EOSex service and, by 
logging onto the website and using the services, the user consents to such 
User Terms and demonstrates his/her understanding of the unmitigable 
risks inherent in such technologies and accepts full responsibility for such 
risks and any resulting damages or losses sustained therefrom.
 
EXP is simply proof of membership in the EOSex community. EXP should 
not be considered an investment and there is no guarantee that the value 
of EXP will rise over time and losses in value are also possible under certain 
circumstances. Improper use of EXP could result in loss of a user’s EXP 
rights or loss of the user’s EXP tokens, entirely.   

 
A number of digital exchanges have been forced to cease operations due to 
security concerns. While we take security concerns very seriously, it is never 
possible to make something 100% secure. There will always be various un-
avoidable risks, but we will endeavour to do everything in our power to 
secure your trading.
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Update record

EOSex White Paper v1.0   October 12th, 2018

The White Paper will continue to be updated, please follow the official website 

www.EOSex.com
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